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使丰田成为世界上速度 快效益 好竞争力 强的汽车公司，并被广为应用。精



















































The survival of an enterprise is independent on its core competency. The practice of cost 
management is one of the means for creating and improving the competency. To keep sustain its 
competency, a business should manage its costs well. This is especially true for the auto parts 
suppliers, a foundation of the auto industry. 
Currently, the auto parts industry in China is experience rapid growth, however, there some 
lantern dangers. Under such circumstances, auto parts suppliers should practice cost management 
well in order to survive and develop. The Toyota production system (later renamed as the lean 
manufacture system), which aims at reducing waste while increasing customer value, has helped 
the Toyota auto company to lead a leading edge in the world auto industry after world war Second. 
In fact, the system was so success that it caught the eyes of all over the world in many industry. 
The philosophy underlying th system was vastly studied and improved, making it one of the hot 
topics in the academic field. The philosophy of lean cost management was much studied too. The 
local auto parts suppliers in China should try to practice lean manufacture and apply lean cost 
management, in order to enhance it competency. 
In this paper, after a detailed and up to date literature review in the filed of lean manufacture 
and lean cost management, the author discussed the fundamental theory of both field, the 
relationship between the two subject, and the major tools that can be used in lean cost 
management. After that, targeted at the current problem faced by the local auto parts suppliers in 
China, the author put forward a framework of lean cost management and gave  some suggestions 
on how to carry out lean cost management with the support of lean costing. 
Basic conclusions are drawn as followed: 1)For local auto parts suppliers to enhance its core 
competency, introduction of lean manufacture system is necessary, and the application of lean cost 
management will help to push its level of cost management, contributing to the successful 
implementation of lean manufacture system. 2)As the main problem faced by the local auto parts 
suppliers is the ability in R&D, the auto suggest a framework of lean cost management based on 
the target costing management system, with  proper lean costing as a supporting tool. Such 
framework is suitable for the auto parts industry. 
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